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Abstract — The problem of analysis operator learning (AOL) for medium to large-scale signal blocks will be investigated here. Some signal structures can only be discovered/learned if we consider a large block-size for the
signals. The goal here is to show that learning an operator does not necessarily need to be done in such a high dimensional space. We present a new technique based on the projection onto the most significant K-dimensional
singular space of the training samples, K  n, to reduce the computational complexity of the learning algorithm. When a full rank operator is needed, we can break the large optimisation problem in to some independent, but
small size, problems. This technique is equivalent to the use of some independent low-rank analysis operator learning. Using this technique enables us to learn medium to large operators by solving a set of tractable optimisations,
possibly in parallel. .

Constrained Analysis Operator Learning Formulation
The aim of analysis operator learning is to find an operator Ω ∈ Ra×n, adapted to a set of observations of the signals Y = [yi] ∈
Rn×l , yi = xi + ni, where ΩY is sparse [1]. In this setting, Y is called (approximately ) cosparse. With `1 sparsity measure, a formulation
for finding Ω is as follows,
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where C is a constraint. We need C, to avoid trivial solutions, e.g. Ω = 0.
A suggested constraint [1]: Uniform Normalised Tight Frame (UNTF)
C = {Ω ∈ Ra×n : ΩT Ω = I, ∀i kωik2 =
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a
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Issues:
1. No analytical way to project onto UNTF → no convergence proof.
2. Projection onto TF needs a full SVD calculation → expensive implementation and unscalable algorithm.
3. `1 term is not differentiable → slow convergence of the projected subgradient algorithm.
4. Suggested Projected Sub-gradient algorithm is unscalable. This is true for alternative AOL algorithms.
Suggestions:
• An alternative formulation to consider the first three issues: Relaxed Analysis Operator Learning
• A modification to consider the fourth issues: Sub-band AOL for dimension reduction

Relaxed Analysis Operator Learning and Sub-band Learning
Relaxed Analysis Operator Learning

Sub-band Learning

• Relaxing the objective: using a convex, but continuously differentiable, sparsity constraint g(ΩY)=
P
+
ζ({ΩY}
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for
ζ
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• Idea: Breaking the problem to an (or some) independent smaller problem(s).



• Relaxing the constraint: using quartic constraints kΩT Ω−Ik2F ≤ T F and ωiT ωi − m
n
[1, n].
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• Relaxed Formulation: An unconstrained objective, using two Lagrange multipliers γ and θ [3]:
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f (Ω, X) = g(ΩX) + kY − XkF + kΩ Ω − IkF +
ωi ωi −
.
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• An alternating optimisation based upon Ω and X. Optimisation of f based on Ω can be done using a
Non-linear Conjugate Gradient algorithm.

• Using the SVD of Y, we can learn an operator for a selected sub-space.
When the subspace carries a significant portion of the signal energy, the
analysis operator, which is rank-deficient , is a suitable operator.
• If we prefer to have a full-rank operator or the ordered singular values of Y,
based on their magnitudes, does not fast decay, we can repeat the learning
process for each singular sub-space.

• When the clean data is available, X = Y and the optimisation is only based upon Ω.

Simulations and Summary
Low-rank Operator for Image
Patches
• Learning an operator for the 32 × 32 image patches, using a set of standard images (’Barbara’,
’boat’, ’Lena’, ’fingerprint’, ’flinstones’, ’house’ and ’peppers’) as the image exemplars. Ω was
two times overcomplete and we used L = 164 training samples.
• We chose K = 162, which the first K singular vectors capture more than 96% of the training
image energy.

Image Denoising with a
Full-rank Learned Operator
• Learning a full-rank two times overcomplete operator for the 32 × 32 image
patches, using the same set of standard images, excluding ’Barbara’, as the
training images.

• A noise-less setting has been used for learning, i.e. X = Y.

• The operator was learned in a noise-less setting using the CG algorithm, with
105 iterations.

• A CG algorithm iterated 105 times to learn the operator. The simulations took 22 hours on a
12 core processor machine.

• Eight sub-bands were used for the parallel AOL. Each sub-operator has twice
rows than the dimension of sub-band, i.e. K.

• Using this operator in practice needs to enforce the constraint that the images are orthogonal
to the null-space of the learned operator.

• The noisy Barbara was generated by adding some Gaussian zero-mean noise to
the clean image.
• A convex formulation, which is the combination of the `1 penalty of image in
the analysis domain and the fidelity term, was used to denoise the image, while
using a fixed leaned operator.

Summary
• The proposed relaxed analysis operator learning helps us to have
faster learning algorithm, while allowing a larger set of admissible
operators.
• The sub-band AOL helps us to learn the operators for medium
to large signals.
• The denoising result is slightly better than the corresponding
synthesis based denoising result.
• The algorithm can be run in parallel, as the sub-bands are orthogonal.
• A more clever sub-band size selection may improve the overall
performance of the leaned operator in different applications.

• The synthesis based denoising, i.e. based upon K-SVD algorithm, provides
28.8528 dB PSNR for the similar noisy image.
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